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White Hats v sobotu zatkli šéfa Bílého domu Rona Klaina krátce

poté, co oznámil, že za pár týdnů z osobních důvodů opustí

nelegitimní administrativu, řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Erica M.

Smitha Real Raw News.
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Klain, vysoce hodnotný cíl, pracoval pod globalisty Al Gorem a

Barackem Husseinem Obamou, než se koncem roku 2019 připojil k

Bidenově kampani. V průběhu roku 2020 pracoval jako hlavní

poradce pro Bidenovu prezidentskou kampaň a po Bidenovi dostal

funkci vedoucího štábu. úspěšně ukradl volby v roce 2020.

White Hats tvrdí, že Klain byl zásadním hráčem při organizování

krádeže v roce 2020. Říká se, že Klain na začátku roku 2020 řekl

Bidenovi, že má spolehlivý plán, jak porazit prezidenta Trumpa, i

když Trump předčasně během volební noci získal mnoho volebních

hlasů. Klain byl členem poradní skupiny, která propagovala

myšlenky manipulace s hlasovacími zařízeními a najímání „mezků“,

aby na poslední chvíli provedly skládky hlasovacích lístků, řekl náš

zdroj.

"Pokud vyhráváte, skvělé. Pokud prohrajete, donutíme vás vyhrát. Ať

tak či onak, vy vyhrajete a Trump prohraje,“ řekl Klain údajně v

červnu 2020 v textové zprávě Bidenovi.

Klain pomohl Bidenovi zapečetit krádež. Bez Klainova přispění by

Trump rozdrtil Bidena, stejně jako v roce 2016 zbil čarodějnici

Hillary Clintonovou, dodal náš zdroj s tím, že ačkoli White Hats

sledovali Klaina, rozhodli se počkat, až bude sám a izolovaný.

provedení zatčení.

Jeho ohlášeným podnětem k odstoupení – z osobních důvodů – byla

kouřová clona; Klain zjistil, že Bílé klobouky jsou na jeho ocase, a ze

strachu o svůj život byl připraven okamžitě uprchnout ze Spojených

států. White Hats věří, že Klain byl upozorněn, protože držel

jednosměrnou letenku do Varšavy v Polsku, když americké speciální

jednotky přestrojené za státní policii Maryland zastavily Klainovo

vozidlo poblíž jeho domova v Chevy Chase, Maryland, enklávě Deep

State.
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Když se Klain zeptal, proč byl zatažen, zeptal se: "Víš, kdo jsem?"

velitel speciálních jednotek odpověděl: "Určitě ano," a vytáhl ho z

auta. Letenka v jeho náprsní kapse měla datum odletu na následující

den.

"Jsme si docela jisti, že by Klain odletěl do Varšavy a zamířil na

Ukrajinu pro jistotu." Právě tam dnes mnoho Deep Staterů míří,

zvláště pokud zjistí, že jsou terčem vojenského zatčení. Ten chlap byl

hlavní hráč a my jsme ho dostali. Máme spoustu důkazů, které proti

němu můžeme použít u vojenského soudu,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Na závěr řekl, že to byl Klainův geniální nápad použít faksimile Tyler

Perry Studios Bílého domu poté, co americká armáda odepřela

Bidenovi vstup do skutečného Bílého domu v lednu 2021.

(Návštíveno 60 051krát, dnes 2 306 návštěv)

Bye Bye Birdie! Also, notice Biden goes ‘home’ to Delaware just about

every weekend

Last edited 18 hours ago by Truesincerity

I hear the accommodations at the fake Whitehouse aren’t as

extravagant as 1600. Plus, he couldn’t find his way to the bathroom,

which lead to more diapers, which beget Tyler Perry paying some

hefty plumbing bills……..yeah, Delaware is his familiar zone.

Penguin6 does a utube posting everyday and he might be in on the

fake biden, he had proof he says that biden lives in the white house

I’ve seen his posts and reeks of CIA to me. Do I have proof no but

that is what I think he is.

Lots of white hats believe Penguin6 is Deep-State. I think Penguin is

just a nice guy with excellent knowledge of DC streets and historical

buildings, who still trusts FAKE News liars, accepting CNN, MSNBC,
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et al, reports as gospel.

except he says he saw Biden land, but is so far away or that part is

not in his vid- purposeful smoke screen

maybe he saw a chopper landing ? most likely , that’s all he saw ,

Does he know who is in the chopper ? Most likely no.. Probably Not..

He does have a DC working history as well as lengthy professional

time in Hong Kong. His children definitely have Asian blood.

Optics, he never see’s him up close & personal, if you or anyone does

– its Not Brandon.

 
Just saying!

Don’t trust the Penguin, neither the Riddler nor the Joker.

Penguin as master of sleight of hand, pulling a Three Card Monte via

video manipulation, doctoring old footage.

Don’t let his soft-spokenness and sincere demeanor fool you. He’s a

tool on someone’s payroll, most likely having an office in MSM

studio, with video engineers in the mix.

No doubt he’s receiving serious coin enhancing the charade, swaying

public perception.

Other independent video shows DC is somewhat of ghost town,

though yes, Beltway has traffic, not as heavy as prior.

I have my questions about P6 as well…. He worked in the govt during

the Bush/Clinton years, is getting high access for a “citizen

journalist”, has dual citizenship with China (I think he may be

married to a Chinese woman…his kids look like they may be mixed.

And they love ramen) and seems to be well off enough that he

repeatedly tells people not to donate for him. Hes either a plant, or

he is truly a hardcore Dem who really likes Biden, cuz he gets openly

excited when he sees “him”….and if that’s the case hes just a smart

guy with absolutely no common sense
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Yeah, i was surprised he was allowed in as a recognized journalist,

given all he does is you tube videos. He worked in several different

offices & capacities in government in the previous administrations.

He also mentioned once he had a law degree or some such education

in his background. There is a difference in background it seems, in

the two ‘press rooms’, a smooth wall, a curtained wall, & a different

sound quality. I think something is definitely afoot. Feels very flim

~flam, & Biden at the White House helicoptering in or out never ever

ever pauses to answer questions. Why would Biden & Harris even be

at the White House, given no one else appears to be there at all, with

no arrivals nor departures of anyone.

Nancy Drew videos every single day seem to show zero activity at the

White House. She never seems to be there to catch these helicopter

arrivals & departures daily either!

Exacy. Penguins ” helicopter” landings have mystified me because in

other presidential admin the people getting on and off are clearly

filmed.

I read that guy like a book, delt with his type before, his humbleness

and sincerity is a ploy, well crafted tactic taking years to perfect.

He wore much lipstick and knee pads prior to get where he’s

currently at.

If he was waking the streets of Williamsburg Brooklyn or any

regentrified area, he’d make the perfect grifter, pan handling and

flim-flamming his way around. Guy’s IQ is off the chart, artisan of

deception.

Myself a street guy, I know how to profile people, I can spot a gypsy,

a flim-flam, and a fake ID, I’m good at it.

Pardon my ignorance, but who is Penguin, Riddler and Joker? If you

can’t disclose their real names, I’ll understand.
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Bingo. Likely meant to counter the posts from “Nancy Drew” &

“Richard, Citizen Journalist”. Not sure about Richard, but do know

Kelly Brady is who she says she is; a patriotic conservative, everyday

citizen who decided she could contribute somehow given her

location~ and she has.

Richard Citizen Journalist seems a good guy….he even got arrested

for what he was video-ing. Police upset with him– he would take

chances

Good point zee, I’d forgotten about that. *I also think it was him who

drove around filming so many different hospitals during the peak

plandemic nonsense. I remember he would go inside, showing how

empty they really were~ despite what the msm was saying~ &

actually got several people to comment or talk, telling the truth. I lost

track of the channel after that, but I think it was him- especially since

you mention he was arrested. Pretty sure it’s same guy.

Richard Citizen Journalist is showing how dead the DC area is…

empty office parks etc. Find him on telegram..all his videos are

there..

DC has businesses and I habitants other than government associated.

Also tourists. So thees always traffic, foot or vehicle. But as someone

who has worked in the area for decades, this is not business as usual,

even considering people working at home. It’s surreal.

If Biden lives in the real White House then Penguin6 should have a

video of Biden entering or leaving The White House with Penguins

Time/Date Stamp on the recording ! Shouldn’t be too difficult for

Penguin to video Biden , Right ? ? Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Did penguin6 ever show the tent cities around the REAL White

House ? I saw a few of his past videos , but don’t recall seeing the tent

cities on his videos.. I don’t live in ( or near ) D.C. but trying to find

accurate information from there. In one of his videos he walked right

up to , ( or fairly close ) with a phone , ( fake biden ) sitting in a
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vehicle. If that was the ‘REAL ‘ President , penguin6 would probably

have been taken down and apprehended on the spot . Seemed a bit

suspicious to me that he was able to get that close . also, around the

‘REAL ‘ White House there has been barbed wire and Military

personnel , ( National Guard ) which were Federalized in Jan 2021.

Maybe ‘fake biden ‘ is driving around the ‘ outside’ of the real one ,

just to get video

According to RRN a long time ago the real Biden was alive and kept

in a basement level of one of his homes, on the east coast. So he don’t

live in the WH and there’s feelings some of us have where if some life

is alive is in a place it can be felt. That feeling even transmits between

humans telepathically.

Anyone have any videos or recent pics, coming from inside the WH?

Theres infra red heat energy readers for places, don’t helicopters use

them? They have ghost apps for cell phones so people are catching on

to some idea of hidden tech.

AI or deep state knows we want to see souls and read minds, like the

big eyed grey aliens do to other means catch souls that don’t go

towards the light for soul recycle. Many prefer to remain as ghosts

and demons avoiding this earth deal like the plague.

The WH was said to be loaded with ghosts or demons and maybe it’s

because of these political or adrenochrome murders that happened

in the WH basement levels.

It is my knowledge that there are military tribunals taking place at

the DC White House, given it is a separate entity. Military has said

Biden & Harris have NEVER been allowed inside the real White

House. Baxter wrote that the painting on the wall is still President

Trump’s, & his papers on the Resolute Desk. There are no lights on at

night.
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I remember seeing a large built up structure looking double or tri

level , built using wood .. appearing to be the gallows , complete with

nooses..

also , Do you remember barbed wire ? around the White House , on

the ‘Inside ‘ ? The ‘ Inside ‘ ? ? of the fence or wall … Why would they

put barbed wire around the ‘ inside ‘ of the structure ? maybe so no

could escape ? just like a ( temporary ) prison

That was a press stand keeping the press away from the White House

far away past the North Lawn across Pennsylvania Avenue, so it

would be difficult to identify people going in and out. After a short

while, they took it down.

Michael Davis a top commenter here wrote this today, 2/22/23

“Children are still being rescued by the thousands by Putin in

Ukraine, by other white hats all over the world. We are winning this

war. Many JAG courts on US bases around the Earth are trying

almost a thousand guilty treasonous criminals each month”

IDK how he makes the claims because RRN doesn’t put the data out

how much tribunals, or anywhere else, or if other countries care, but

if a lot more is going on, I would guess it’s entirely secret.

2+ yrs of arrests and war zone news is 10K a month apx 220,000

maybe so far? And whatever war zone issues Putin has. I wonder if

they have a vision for the future after the cleanup?

WH if doing tribunals would seem to include jail bars inside the WH,

or some way to lock them up, and transport them.

The only reason I can figure for this much secrets is I hear they are

reptilian hybrid demon possessed persons that look like a human,

but they are not.

There are videos of the white house and it’s dark. No one lives there.

Guards on the roof and patroling to make sure no one gets in.
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You don’t need Penguin6 to tell you. Look at the pictures. You can

see for yourself that something just ain’t right.

Biden made comment that lights turn on automatically when

opening bathroom door. Buzz that Joe been pissing in the

refrigerator.

I live here in Delaware. He’s been at his beachfront mansion in

Rehoboth all weekend. Constantly home!

Ok then this brings me to the question of since Biden isn’t the real

Biden is he sleeping with Biden’s wife in his own home? Michael

Baxter said a short time ago in the comments that Biden was still

alive and at home but basically unable to do anything. At least that’s

what I think he said. If that’s the case life is definitely a bitch for the

real Joe Biden. I was kind of kidding about the fake Biden sleeping

with Biden’s wife. I am sure they are all as happy and cozy as they

can be up there in Delaware.

Biden doesn’t sleep with people if they’re over twelve anyway, so it

probably doesn’t matter.

Early pics of Jill don’t look the same as now, either. I saw a short

video with Ashley Biden on Telegram. She said her dad died 3 years

ago (I don’t know how old the video is) and that her uncle, Joe’s twin,

is stepping in. Does joe have a twin? I never heard of it, if he does.

I don’t know, only just saw a photo of Hunter, Biden’s brother, &

other brother who looks just like the old real Biden! I was surprised

that there is so little -if any- coverage of old Biden’s actual family.

The Jill is definitely a different woman.

saw that video too Sharon , but don’t trust it , I believe the ‘Real’

biden is gone, but that was not Ashley , and Beau, according to the

biden family tree, died when he was young …if that is true

information from their family tree ? , not sure , just something I saw
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And…how many Bidens do you think there are? They could have

several scattered around the country for the different ops.

One version has been wearing a mask for over two years. I take

screen shots of pictures of him above articles and in videos. I just did

it again recently. After cropping it, which makes the image larger, I

can still see mask lines around his ear. Then I can see a mask line on

his neck.

Another one bites the dust,,,, Slow but surely they go…

 
The real biden is in a basement somewhere, locked up somehow…

use your immagination.

ANYONE can watch the real White House via the street cams on your

home computer/cell phone even. It’s been locked up since Trump

left.

 
OF COURSE THEY WERE DENIED ENTRY… not gonna do an

arrest in the middle of the street with bidens security and the

national guard – think – why???

They were all told on that cold night with all busses going in & out of

the WH & Congress – take the deal or die!!! ENJOY THE SHOW!!!

This tells you that ALL the news media are in on the scam.

 
Tyler Perry is getting paid on a daily basis for the use of his studios –

so you can’t blame him business wise. He was most likely told to keep

his mouth shut as well.

Can’t wait till this ALL comes out & shown…

Non-disclosure agreements for Perry, the actor or actors playing the

Resident, VP Resident, guaranteeing life in prison or death if broken,

depending on what other crimes white hats have on them. Rewards if

they keep the NDAs to the end. Take the deal or else.

No matter what, Tyler Perry is aiding and abetting the enemy…..that

makes him a traitor in case he doesn’t know. He is a democrat all the

way to his bones so I doubt he is working for “the good guys”!! Of
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course, he is not going to talk unless the White Hats haul his huge

behind to GITMO!! It will all come out soon enough.

Damn right Spark.. Can’t wait either.. BTW.. I heard awhile back that

the ‘REAL ‘ biden was executed, back in 2018 , I think ? still

searching here for accurate information..

I guess my question is this: How about the press corps? Are they in

the Tyler Perry mockup, too? Where do they convene? Would they

have had to sign NDA’s to not reveal where they meet? I can’t believe

someone wouldn’t have leaked that information.

They have leaked photos of a stage with reporters off the stage –

remember biden getting his fake shot… again they were all told to

play along…

The inauguration was phony baloney. Out of order, and more. The

person we are seeing is NOT the real Joseph R. Biden. Look at his

Senator pictures. Cosmetic surgery can do a lot, but not massively

reduce the wide or heighth of a forehead. I think the original Biden is

either dead or comatose, and Jill said something about wanting to

reveal the truth of the O. In her journal found in nightstand in

Delaware.

I agree with you on all counts. And Jill made comments that gave the

impression FJB died in early 2021.

More & more, i see this as one of those Mystery Dinner Train Rides,

wherein you get all these actors & it’s a Who-done-it for you to figure

out!

I agree – one of the actors is arthur roberts and the other is stu…

 
Yes we all read that about Jill here

Biden has been gone a very long time already ………… It’s as if he

never really lived ; at this point at least … Maybe you can talk to

CornPop about him ? ? Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195
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Hopefully they get Bruce Reed too, his deputy Chief of Staff. They are

all crooked soulless pukes.

I watch a prophet who says she hears from God–He told her NOT

any of them will escape punishment

 
God says we win!!

Last edited 13 hours ago by mkjo

Maybe this birdie will sing… Put the screws to him! Or waterboard

him and don’t let him up for air.

I met some ladies in Aruba that live in his town last week, and they

said most of the state can’t stand him!?

According to the not so doctor Jill’s journal that was collected from

the beachfront property, Brandon died in 2019.

The US military denied entry to the white house but did not remove a

criminal and illegitimate regime. Why?

You can down vote me all day. I’m speaking truth. We need to keep

praying and resisting and doing our parts.

I agree with you Jan. The downvotes are from the troll turds (all 2 or

3 of them) who have a couple dozen fake names.

We are in a time~lapse public presentation. Everything we see has

already happened. Already done. God Wins.

Why the negative votes. I took your question seriously and tried to

give you the answer. If we had all power it wouldn’t be going as it is.

That could have started a civil war. Neither Trump nor the White

hats want that.

Yeah! I can see that as we have a whole country full of democrats.

That may think they would lose their free meal ticket. If the military

arrested ‘shit for brains’ and the hoe.

 
But if they are told to take the clot shot for free. Well you know
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The high value targets who have been taken out over the last 2 years

as reported on RRN, would have been nearly impossible to access in

a typical civil war situation as they are very well insulated and

protected from the typical US citizenry.

That wouldn’t just “destroy commies!” Civil wars are the most bloody

and protracted wars with the most casualties that there are.

Sure, but maybe it’s better to go out with a bang than a whimper?

Not sure how many more Joe Biden regimes the USA can survive.

The White Hats are quietly getting the job done. Better to be

successful than for show.

We will know it ~ if & when that is called for & welcomed by the

White Hats ~ so, until then, keep yer powder dry, & act locally

retaking power positions from the school board on up. Do whatever

you can that is helpful & constructive. Be ready for anything.

Absolutely agree. The criminal DS would have their little Antifa and

BLM thugs infiltrate every skirmish and start shooting innocent

people on the streets.

All Communists thrive on bloodshed and destruction. That’s why it’s

referred to as Red Revolution— because the streets run red with

blood.

You don’t realize this doesn’t end until millions of the satanists and

their minions are dead.

They aren’t gonna just give up.

They will have to be killed.

Many folks on both sides will die.

Putting it off is just allowing more to die from the death jab
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Historically, Democracy always ends badly, as soon as Congress

realizes they can vote money into their own hands, because at that

point government becomes desperately corrupt. The White Hats are

averting this ignominious end as best as possible, & bringing in a

better story quick on the heels of it.

Specifically how can they start a civil war.

Be specific.

So iyo murdering 2/3 the Earth’s population is better than this civil

war you speak of?

You probably shouldn’t have taken trumps death jab

BECAUSE IT WAS A GIANT STING OPERATION – THEY HAD TO

GET ALL OF THEM OUT OF THE CREVICES & SHITHOLES OF

WASHINGTON DC… THIS W AY THEY GET EVERY SINGLE 1 OF

THEM & NOT TO HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT THE SAME CRAP

HAPPENING 50 YEARS FROM NOW. ALL A GAME PLAN. WITH

200 MILITARY GENERALS THEY COULD HAVE GRABBED THIS

AZZGOLE & BIDEN FOR THAT MATTER BUT THE DEEP STATE

WOULD STILL BE INTACT. THEY R TAKING THEM OUT 1 BY 1…

I agree. But people want it their way and they think they have all

information when they don’t.

There’s another replacement and nothing is run by people we see,

except there’s effects on orders. If Trump has made and signed an

order it can still have come from secret underground generals. IDK

but Trump has been said to answer to higher ups from other worlds

or races like pleiadians.

They also wanted to let them develop obvious hang-able offenses, so

that their crimes are not merely dismissed in corrupt civil courts with

a slap on the wrist.
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Why? Because it’s to make the American People see the CRIMES of

Government in Real Time Action! Maybe, just maybe the People will

be vigilant to act against these criminal acts to better secure America

in the future!

Americans are too stupid, lazy, self-absorbed and brainwashed to see

or realize anything!! I bet only 5% are awake, maybe 10%!! This will

never happen unless the media, big tech, and social media are taken

to their knees! That’s how idiotic Americans arrived here in the first

place! Any dictator knows controlling the narrative is the first order

of business… something the white hat “plan that blows” never

considered!!

You clearly assume too much Schlomo.

 
I can see what you wrote here asshole, maybe some others can’t but I

sure do.

 
You’re a fucking Clown & Monkey.

Might be the beginning if our own ‘idiocracy’… The dumbing down of

our country. Except a lot more hispanic descendants than in the

movie version.

Life following ‘art’.

Millions of people are aware of what is going on. That’s why this is

known as the Great Awakening! The people are actively involved in

governance from running for office (and winning in the House) to

reclaiming school boards locally. Deep State businesses are laying off

thousands of people or going out of business when people refuse to

buy from traitors and have built a parallel economy. People are

awake and nothing can stop this Plan from being successful. We, the

People are awakened warriors of truth and justice.

Truth is we don’t know, or at least I don’t know. I like Trump a lot in

spite of what appears to be mistakes. Some of the people I read see

him as a Civic Nationalist, as opposed to a real Nationalist. Some

people see the major problem as being Zionist Jewish control (Julie
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& others), but I see that as overly simplistic, as there is way too much

Jewish Influence and control, but much of that will shut down with

DS money shutting down, and not only Mossad, but nearly every

intel agency is involved. Some people see Xi as a White hat, but I’ll

reserve judgement. The ordinary Chinese I’ve met in regular life have

similar flaws that I see in Jewish people.

There are people on here that obviously see themselves as patriots,

and I quite a bit agree with much of what they have to say, yet with

people like Xena for instance The West and the USA can never go

back to anything like sanity. Feminism is a Civic Nationalist

Equalitarian Ideal and none of this can move away from anti-

civilization until all the ideas about Equality are tossed out. Equality

ideals destroy civilization, and every time. These ideals are very

Democratic, yet Democracy is very anti-Republic, The whole gender

confusion is a Democratic Equalitarian problem, and goes away once

you decide republic and the gender’s are biological given.

There is now whole groups of guys called “Passport bros” moving

away because no modern Western female desires to be just decent

wives. Most young women have way over-inflated ideas about their

value, so they play the hypergamy game and only attach, themselves

to high level guys in a sort of “Sex in the City” game where they see

themselves as players, yet never settle down with a husband, but if

and when they do, they also see themselves as

 
w-a-y superior to their husbands. It’s a lose, lose game for most

decent guys just looking for a good wife to raise children with, and

have a great marriage, as Hollywood and Feminist’s constantly tell

even heavy-set women they are deserving of at least a high-end male.

And you of course are all virtuous and can see clearly all that is to be

seen!

If you can’t see it, there is nothing I can do to help you! Let’s assume

there are 200 million “adults” in this country ( potential voters), and

let’s further assume 5% are awake?! That’s only 10 million… paltry!
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These stories, if true, only feed the ones awake but not the still

asleep! Point us… will take the msm to pull this off in a reasonable

amount of time… not 3-5 more years!! This country will be cooked in

2-3 years tops! When people can’t afford to eat or simply live, the

gloves come off! It’s that simple! Americans, of which am I, do not

know struggle or suffering like the rest of the world! When it gets

bad, they will rise up, assuming their followers on social media say

it’s ok to do so!

The dominoes fall one by one, with great gathering speed. I believe

Elon is purchasing You Tube next. The corruption & control of media

has been at the heart of the deep state. I once saw a newscaster fluff

her skirt, & showed us she was wearing some sort of incendiary

device strapped to her leg. The deep state has been that serious about

keeping control of the narrative. Revealing them to the public is a

crucial step. Taking them out is happening.

Very well said. The trust the plan tards won’t like it..but 100 percent

factual.

Furthermore u can’t wake the masses up by compulsively lying to

them for 7 years.

I heard the deep state had bombs located around the US preventing

them from making their move. Not sure they have found them all.

Ismael Perez said that. His way to know IDK but they were claiming

a hold up on a good future was over nukes way underground that

would have sank the west states and all the states next to them.

What would be the reason? This takeover wants to keep it’s depths of

the underground world’s secrets intact? The battle is as big as

making new continents again?

Maybe it’s the next biggest thing to blowing up the whole planet

thing.
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They observe the Rule of Law and the military code, the enemy must

commit the acts of treason first. And…there are so many Deep State

players entrenched in so many positions, it takes time and superior

intellect to find them, collect evidence, and build a case – even the

arrests have to be carefully planned and executed.

The ENEMY can be prosecuted for CONSPIRACY to COMMIT

TREASON and not have to actually commit the TREASONOUS ACT.

Say the act of treason was to blow something up, the White Hats do

not have to allow that criminal act of treason to occur,THEY DO NOT

HAVE TO WAIT FOR THE ENEMY TO BLOW SOMETHING UP. So

is that something you can UNDERSTAND? DO YOU GET THAT?

WHITE HATS DO NOT HAVE TO ALLOW SHIT TO HAPPEN IN

ORDER TO ARREST OR TAKE ENEMY COMBATANTS DOWN,

THIS TAKE DOWN OF THE DEEP STATE IS ALL ABOUT

HEINOUS SHIT THESE ASSHOLES HAVE BEEN DOING FOR

YEARS, MUCH OR MOST THESE TREASONOUS CRIMES AND

ACTS WERE COMMITTED OVER A VERY LONG PERIOD OF

TIME.THIS IS NOT ABOUT SHIT THAT JUST HAPPENED

DURING AND AFTER DJTs PRESIDENCY.

Because Trump wasn’t done until everyone of those mother effers

were caught! This has been a plan that took 20 years to plan. Do you

think they are going to just arrest Biden and Harris when they aren’t

even real! No. He is arresting all the other one’s involved like this guy

Klain. Trump has 190k sealed indictments yet to serve! This is not

over!! If he leaves one behind this shit will all start back up again!

Uh huh, for sure. Circling back to Davos, one B. Stelter, amused at a

report of his Git-Bay demise, and another S. Bancel, complete with

credible FR accent, showed up in WEF footage — the former looking

heftier and the latter looking hale & hearty. Sigh … On the other

hand, Bourla, walknig freely about town without a word in his

defense, couldn’t escape the very hard-hitting alternate media fast

enough! Huh?
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20 years??? This fucking WAR, is over 7,000 gazillion years, as

uneducated “hooomawnz” measure a year!!! 3% of the “EARTHS”

INTELLIGENT LIFE (not stupid ignorant lying, backstabbing,

asshats that SERVE the prick on the US $, false profits everywhere)

have always answered the CALL OF DUTY, did YOU civilians???

Why cut off the VETERANS $$$, PTSD, does not go “away”, because

ignorant CUNTS, tell “it” too. A FEW, PROUD VETERANS, have

MORALS, ETHICS, and INTEGRITY!! Act like sheep, You will be

treated as such. Keep blaming this on innocent PEOPLE, like GOD,

and shit gets ugly, it’s not “GOD”, doing this, it’s NATURAL BORN

LIFE, teaching “hooomawnz” a lesson. “Gain of function”, THINK, it

through. MAGIC, POWER OF SUGGESTION!!! THINK!!!! Will

“this” or “that” “kill me??” If I give “it” POWER TOO, YES!!!

Discipline over EMOTION, control “them”, do not ACT UPON

EMOTION!!! Critical THINKING!! I’ve read a TRUTH, time loop-

historical events, being played out. But, what if, just what if, “they”

are not simply “dead” or in the past? Hmmm?? The POSSIBILITIES

are ENDLESS, as is LIFE, if YOU MAKE the right choices. The

telepathic group, that cut my va disability pay, enjoy the SHADOWS,

the PHANTOM is coming to see YOU. Guilty of violating The

Unforgivable??? STFB!!

 
USMC 0369 

 
Just “cannon fodder” eh??? Noted!!

Did you ever think the WH took out the originals and the DS

replaced them with fakes to keep the show going?

YOU can think about it till the cows come home, but there is NO

proof or acknowledgement anywhere but an obscure web site, so it is

ABSOLUTELY understandable why folks do not believe this stuff and

think it is all bullshit. PEOPLE CANNOT TRUST ANYTHING FROM

THE MSM, WHY WOULD THEY TRUST OBSCURE RRN. How

would the MASSES ever catch on to the truth if it is NEVER

REVEALED IN THE FIRST PLACE. And while ” they ” are hiding the

TRUTH, what ever it is, when ” they ” decide to reveal the TRUTH
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how ever many years , months after the FACT, ” they ” are going to

have VERY SERIOUS CREDIBILITY PROBLEMS that ” they ” are

going to have to account for. So that being said, this hiding of the

executions and prosecutions from being revealed , there is something

else going on here , and all the violence , rioting and civil war BS, is

just that BULLSHIT.

So much rope has been splayed out, humanity will be extinct before

justice will ever be served.wtf

Q has the plan, Putin needs to finish Ukraine first. If Trump still in

power how can Ukraine be dealt with? just saying

This had to play out to wake the people up! AS THEY SAID it’s

deeper and more corrupt then they even thought! the real Joe Biden

had blue eyes not brown can’t believe how many haven’t realized

that!

WRONG TRUMPS LOSS WAS A GIANT STING OPERATION TO

GET ALL THE SLIME OF DC JUST LIKE HE’S DOING NOW!!! U

THINK MCCARTHY ISN’T BEING LED AROUND BY HIS NOSE BY

TRUMP RIGHT NOW? TRUMP IS STILL THE FKN PRESIDENT.

WITH THE MILITARY INCHARGE OF THE ENTIRE USA

The DOD and Pentagon are behind the Covid p[L]andemic, not the

entire Military obviously.

The rollout of highly classified information is a MIL operation—and

would not have happened or continue to be happening if it weren’t

so. This is a extraordinarily and extremely vital tool of fighting this

war. These snakes used Classification not for legitimate National

Security measures, but to hide their corruption.

The US Military has been partitioned so at least one part of the US

Military is corrupt , along with the JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF, and

DARPA, AS THIS WAS REPORTED VERY EARLY THAT THIS WAS

A DARPA PROGRAM.
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yes, dats the fact jack. only questions that need to be answered , who

is complicit and who are the conspirators.

U THINK MCCARTHY ISN’T BEING LED AROUND BY HIS NOSE

BY TRUMP RIGHT NOW? TRUMP IS STILL THE FKN

PRESIDENT.

 
= = =

 
Didn’t the Justice Department tell Jim Jordan, you can have

whatever inquiries you want, we do not have to and will not

cooperate.

I believe that at least half of the Justice Department is in line to be

arrested and taken to GITMO too. So don’t cooperate and it will be

easier to recognize who you are.

The ENTIRE FBI must be TAKEN OUT AS WELL, THE ENTIRE

FBI, Nation wide, many retirees too.

By now the sting should have arrested the stabbers but they are still

swabbing and stabbing like at institutions of any sort or for surgery

there’s ultimatums and so on. We know people that I guess we don’t

know well enough. Or trust institutions that are out to get mentally

I’ll and criminals and other kinds of patients dead. Is it karma? I

guess but this situation of nowhere for poverty to go but die don’t

seem politically correct.

There are reports Klain is actually a blanched obama turd Margaret

Sanger ate and then shit out herself after 666 bagels.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Julie

marget sanger? i saw the age gap. 1876-1966?

interesting.

so many of these folks are old age vampires.

that explains everything.
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you can’t kill something thats already dead.

Well the reported to be DEAD are still roaming around after their

terminal visits to GITMO. Still roaming around , DEAD but still

doing the same shit. go figure that one out.

another thing, many hollywood members are highlanders or

immortal vampires that recarinate and can’t be killed.

Keanu reeves from 1530s.

nicolas cage from french revolution and possibly further back.

john Travolta from 1870 and further back.

many others too.

i study this area very well.

many immrotals walking among us.

Christians think words of god can kill them, lol.

YES! What a creep! So glad you got him!!!! Swift justice is what we

need. I hope that statement he made gets on lots of alternative media

i.e. Restored Republic, etc. Bravo!

I fly enough to know most people keep boarding passes on their

phone with the little QR code, but airlines still issue paper tickets.

I’ve seen plenty of people presenting them. I have no idea why Klain

had a paper ticket.

Maybe because anything electronic can be tracked. If he has an

electronic ticket, he must have his phone with him. Old school paper,

using a burner phone gives him a better chance of escape.

Jews don’t pay interest, just like so many jews do not pay their taxes

either. The IRS is a jew employment park.
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You said earlier , you have no idea why Klaine had a paper ticket, but

you were thinking, you had an idea on why Klaine had the paper

ticket. WHAT?

EXACTLY WHAT I SAID B4 I SAW YOUR ANSWER. DEFINITELY

& SOME PEOPLE HAVE BOTH BECAUSE THEY R ANAL. I CAN’T

COUNT HOW MANY TIMES MY PHONE HAS GONE DOWN OR I

SCREWED IT UP MYSELF.

Wouldn’t his reservation be accessible from a device that could be

monitored by white hats? Although, credit card activity would give

him away anyway.

I use cash cards a lot because I shop from home mainly. Not

everyone accepts them. Maybe they physically bought it with actual

cash. Maybe they had someone else purchase it for him. There’s a lot

of angles that could be used.

Klaine was most likely running BOTH, he had tickets going to one

place on credit, while purchasing a ticket/s using cash , possibly

under an assumed name or alias, going somewhere else, this

obfuscation and subterfuge used to avoid capture.

I don’t think he wanted to be tracked, a ticket tied to an electronic

device. My guess is he used a fake name to buy the ticket with cash

MAYBE SO HIS PHONE COULD NOT BE HACKED OR MAYBE IT

WAS ALREADY. SOME PEOPLE ARE ANAL & HAVE BOTH.

Well, if he was of the opinion that the White Hats were on his trail

and bought a ticket to Poland electronically that could have tipped

off the White Hats in his mind. Had someone else purchased the

ticket, say for cash, 24 hours before departure in his name he may

have had information that he could slip under the drag net? Under

stress people do strange things.
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Klaine was NOT under stress, you heard what he said to US Special

Forces operator. This Klaine is an arrogant zionist satanist jew

asshole. this degenerate kike thought he was going smooth sailing all

the way to jewland, the parasite state of Israel. NOTHING WAS

STOPPING HIM, the HEEBs at Mossad and the FBI had him

covered. He thought he would be on the links with Bebe in a matter

of hours, with all the other reported to be EXECUTED Deep State

Kikes.

I buy from the airlines and always print in case the phone doesn’t

work for some reason. Also if the govt buys your ticket, the dept that

handles travel gives you the documentation.

Most likely Klaine did not want that information on his phone if he

knew he was being tracked. I also sense that Klaine was NOT heading

to Ukraine as thought but was going to re-route to Israel. Really why

would this cock-sucker kike go to the Ukraine, a fucking war zone , so

then his wife and kids could visit or be with him in the FUCKING

WAR ZONE. This does not make any sense whatsoever. Klaine’s

family and degenerate friends will join him in THE PARASITE

STATE OF Israel. Where he will be protected, The WHITE HATS will

not chase and arrest Klaine there, Trump would never have that,

Trump is ALL about the jews and Israel . There is nothing that DJT

would not do for jews and Israel at the expense of Americans and the

UNITED STATES of AMERICA ,The REPUBLIC. TRUMP IS jew and

Israel FIRST and over EVERYTHING ELSE, DJT is a DECEIVER,

WAKE UP!

Paper tickets are no longer issued, but you can print out paper

boarding passes if you want.

Although since you can get paper boarding passes at the airport,

there’s little reason to print them out in advance.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Bill Kaulfield
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The reason he printed or someone printed the ticket was to sneak out

without milling around

NOTHING MAKES SENSE, THIS IS WHY THINGS ARE DONE

THIS WAY, THEY MAKE NO SENSE. PEOPLE ARE

FLABBERGASTED , ….WHAT , WHAT …HOW COULD THIS

BE………. Oh , it be!

Most airports have kiosks where you can print your boarding passes

now. No standing in line at the counter.

Yes, get your genitalia nice and irradiated like Bill Gates intended. I

have a cellphone, but it never leaves a shelf on the other side of the

room. It has been there since the Borg forced me to buy it and it will

stay there until it breaks.

I have a cellphone for phone calls if needed. No more payphones out

there! And its pathetic how people live on their phones. They cant

even take a shit without taking it into the bathroom! Tell me things

are SOOOO important that you need to look at it all day! “Dont want

to miss a text, or someones selfie. Sad times

What are you talking about? People are free to do as they

choose….your instructions and approval are not required.

Behaving constantly negatively does not make one appear smart. Try

to find the positive in life, Honey.

No, objective #1 is America’s first, and last, black, gay, communist,

Muslim, Kenyan born pres-I-dent, The Dark Lord himself, BHO, who

trained, funded and released the sixth Islamic caliphate, aka, ISIS,

who sawed the heads off little Christian boys and girls, ground them

up in giant blenders, and fed them to the parents who would not bow

the knee to their satanic demon, Allah.

THIS is what the Benghazi coverup was all about – going in to Libya

to grab vast warehouses of arms and give them to CIA for ISIS

delivery.
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I have contacts who have seen the blenders. . Christian women

buried neck down – mass execution of families, children.

The crimes revealed at the Kenyan tribunal will make Hitler look like

a school boy, and no longer, will white Americans kiss the ass and

pander to the *worthless* black race, [America’s enemy!] who

eagerly voted this s stain abomination into office.

SEE: George Washington’s Vision.

I have said it before and I will say it again. Prejudism is stupid and a

definite tool of satan.

One would hope to be judged as an individual, not as a race. It is

natural that black people would vote for a black president, in order to

feel more represented. I felt that way about Hillary representing

women~ until i knew who she was. We are all awakening from a state

of protracted ignorance.

Your point was that people aren’t allowed to coin their own terms.

But they are. They do it all the time.

EXACTLY , So it is only NATURAL for WHITE PEOPLE to VOTE

FOR WHITE PEOPLE. so WHITE PEOPLE can feel more

REPRESENTED. NOT ” WE are all “, You are all ” or better, ” Y’all

are “

ISIS, Israeli Secret Intelligence Service, this is REALLY what this

entity is, FACT, This is how and why they were getting US

Intelligence information and support. ISIS is a TERRORIST

OPERATOR and ORGANIZATION

I’m waiting for the IRS to be abolished and all debts to be cancelled

including mortgages! Can you imagine, no monthly mortgage

payment? Ahhhhh!

They can fly if you throw them off a roof. Not very far usually, but if

you ask me that’s just because they are lazy.
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It looks like maybe an announcement of Trump in office would be

one hold up on things like ongoing stabs and swabs. Trump said that

he would kill all the drug dealers didn’t he? Addicts don’t want that.

Their existence goes into the votes, or 100% monkey effect. Enough

at first has to cause the whole group to see that way.

I keep hearing about a wide variety of med beds.

Controlled opposition. We wait for the real thing. We can distinguish

the real ones by their limitations and lack thereof.

So it’s his fault all this heinous shit keeps humanity miserable, GOD

damn jews.

People have been saying that for, oh, 2000 years or thereabouts.

Personally I’m not exactly on the edge of my seat here after all that

time.

lol.

thoughts like that are why we are here like this today. cause you

think everybody has to be a dog to a made up god of yours and force

everyone reading bibles 24/7

I knew when this piece of shit announced his resignation he was

planning his escape. Thank you white hats. I’m sure his tribunal will

be short and sweet. Bravo!

Not to be mistaken by the one and only Johnny Lunchbucket.

What is it with these trolls who attempt to steal the identities of the

genuine article?

There is only one EdBob.

Personally I don’t think he was in the public eye enough to warrant a

clone. Maybe CGI. but that is costly. And he was leaving anyways…
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mmmmmm, they have been “jumping ship” on a regular basis from

this regime…..but is it how they filter their people to safety(so called)

in ucrane ???? and keep the gang together there ??

Thing that concerns me most about Ukraine is that our military has

boots on the ground via Poland. There will be a confrontation

between Russia and the US ( we are evil nato)! I’ve heard the 101st

will be a sacrifice to Baal, plus it makes escalation imminent! Until

the white hats control the military, nothing good will happen! As

they have said many times…”Military is the only way!” Hence, no

evidence of progress has been made except through discovery by

people who are awake…10% maybe?! Long road ahead!

NATO is Deep State, and ALL who work with its Organization. You

“hear” Nothing, you “assume” because you’re a Clown show.

White Hats were looking for austin and garland awhile back, claimed

they left the country , Hopefully they will locate them soon…

That was when BERGER was in command, so no wonder the Hats

could not catch up with those LOWLIFE DEGENERATE

PEDOPHILE FUCKHEAD TRAITORS. Now the the COMMAND has

changed things seem to be ramping up pretty well.

NOT Ukraine, they’re in Israel, these degenerate lowlife ASSHOLES

are NOT hanging out in a FUCKING WAR ZONE, they are living

large in Israel, plenty of porn , pedophilia , golf, homo kink,

EVERYTHING THESE DERANGED SOCIOPATHS WANT. WAKE

UP!

What is interesting is he left when Biden’s documents were found. I

wonder if those documents have info pertaining to his involvement

in stealing the election?

How I wish I were free to travel. I’d love to do some Citizen

Journalism – staking out the Whitehouse, Tyler Perry replica and

Hollywood studio where West Wing sets are located.
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Perhaps his job is restrictive and he can only travel when taking a

vacation at certain times of the year. Duh.

more like he does not want to take the DoD countermeasures. Wise

choice. NO ONE SHOULD

1)Employment responsibilities?

 
2)Family responsibilities?

 
3)Civic responsibilities?

 
4)Personal health limitations?

The average American cannot afford to take…let’s see, a year’s

sabbatical…all expenses paid…AND have $$$ to return to former

life.

Loser that you are can’t figure that out?

Who’s talking about a year’s sabbatical? He can’t take a week off and

go to DC now and then?

check out Penguin6 on utube, he has lots of videos he post and he

says biden is at the white house

penguin6…there were many comments here earlier about penguin6..

many people don’t trust him.. people are thinking he may be in on

the ‘fake biden ‘ thing.. some think he is a cia op. don’t know for

sure…

Same here. I would love to go and investigate these fake white houses

and see what is really going on in Washington

Do they still require the clot shot to fly? They must have dropped it

since MB is flying places.

No. There were never vaccine requirements to fly domestically.

However, some states required quarantine or proof of a negative test

to enter if unvaccinated, but those restrictions have been lifted as

well.
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Why? If he really wants to go, he could find a way.

It’s not that hard. Why are you discouraging him?

Last edited 10 hours ago by Bill Kaulfield

Another win for the GOOD guys!

GREAT job Gen. Smith and the marines!

I just can’t wait to see all these tribunals on TV. I’m not much for

seeing humans killed, but I figure these evil POS aren’t human and

they deserve to die. Just wish it was a more agonizing death than

hanging or being shot.

You don’t know that. If I had told you three years ago that crazed

totalitarians were going to shut down human civilization for two

years over sniffles with a 99.99% survival rate you would have

started your zombie retort with “lol” then as well. You know zero

things.

Human civilization was not shut down. We worked from home and

couldn’t go out to eat for while.

Don’t be such a drama queen.

Nuremberg 2.0 structures being built in Nuremberg, Germany as we

speak. Tribunals set to be held publicly there & elsewhere in late

summer~early fall, 2023.

Well you won’t have to view the executions but can simply watch the

tribunals showing evidence – which is what all Americans need to

see! It is long past time for the ‘woke’ crowd to grow up and wake up!

lol. you humans are funny, lol.

thinking everybody has to watch gross stuff on tv, lol.

many are not interested in watching people who are criminals dying

24/7.
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you people are funny to think the whole world including our enemies

to hear our politicians being executed for warcrimes.

not a good idea when ccp exist.

If I were in charge, every day would be like the movie “happy death

day”… you are almost executed, but nope, maybe tomorrow?! Keep

doing this shit every day until they go nuts… then put a bullet in their

head! Sign me up!

What a wonderful Sunday Blessing! God is good all the time. Thank

you White Hats for taking down another deep state bastard!

I bet this crypto jew had so much michael obama semen in his mouth

he is half black. Sources claim Klain was a secret fetishist who could

only feel aroused if he wore a ukrainian colored yamika while he

sucked Feinstein’s cock as Margaret Sanger fingered her own Star of

David arse.

You are awful. What a filthy mouth you have. You should be ashamed

to say all of that. Who raised you?

How come it is taking so long to defeat the Globalist NWO?

 
Is Vladimir Putin allied with Commander-in Chief Trump? Yes. In

Ukraine, Putin is taking down the US biological warfare labs, the

Nazis of Soros, rescuing Russians in Eastern Ukraine and the

Donbas, and now has destroyed what is likely a US Adrenochrome

producing child torture facility. Children are still being rescued by

the thousands by Putin in Ukraine, by other white hats all over the

world. We are winning this war. Many JAG courts on US bases

around the Earth are trying almost a thousand guilty treasonous

criminals each month. The military is the only way to achieve justice

and destroy this satanic cult.

It is an ongoing war, winning battle after battle against an

entrenched enemy that has been preparing for this war for thousands

of years. We have all of the evidence needed, but no honest Judicial
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system, no honest mainstream Newsmedia, to bring the evidence

before the American people. Do people comprehend how difficult

that is? The people have to be awakened and have to agree that the

Deep-State system has to be thoroughly destroyed.

Therefore, the indicted criminals are arrested by the military, hauled

off to the military JAG courts to be brought to justice in secret. The

military does not have the cooperation of thousands of state, local,

federal law enforcement agencies, state, local, federal justice

department investigators, FBI investigators, to assist them. Do

people comprehend how difficult that is? Would impatient people

rather speed up the process and half the scum, half the child

destroyers, half the depopulation murderers, half the traitors, escape

justice? No, lets hang them all.

In their zeal to hang every single one of the Deep State traitors, the

White Hats have allowed the DS to keep committing their crimes for

years. Why not let half escape, if you can stop their evil sooner?

Think how many more innocents would be saved.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Bill Kaulfield

If you bring down the systems and infrastructure they use to

perpetrate evil, they won’t be able to do nearly as much. It’s hard to

do.much evil as a fugitive, forever on the run.

It seems to me like they did plenty fugitives or not. Do you realize the

Bush family is an offshoot of the Nazi system? They let tons of them

stay free to mislead millions elsewhere.

Seems like you might be including yourself in that escaping half

Kaulfield. No, white hats are removing ALL traitors, so this

nightmare won’t be happening again to the people in fifty or a

hundred years. No, you are out of luck, nipping it in the bud.

Lol. No one is coming after me.
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Why are you so threatened by someone who disputes your

argument?

so you enjoy controlling people? lol.

so no one can question the narrative of the white hates now too?

thats how you create enemies mate.

ah, lol.

thats a bit much.

who are you to be in charge?

evil will always be here. you can’t exterminate evil.

like in assassin’s creed. templars always will return no matter the

form. assassin’s return too.

evil never dies. just temporary death. then they return.

you think Christians and americans are rulers of the world now too?

ask rome how that went.

That’s what they did in WWII and now we have to get rid of the

families of those that they let survive. It doesn’t get better when you

do that.

I recommend that this repost be condensed to less words, I fully

agree with you, your message is powerful.

“Children are still being rescued by the thousands by Putin in

Ukraine, by other white hats all over the world. We are winning this

war. Many JAG courts on US bases around the Earth are trying

almost a thousand guilty treasonous criminals each month.” Where

are links? What are you going by? Is anybody on a site Baxter or the

like, anywhere claiming this?
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We made it past the 20th. The United States as a corporation has

been dissolved. We are now the Republic again. I’m waiting for

Trump to be inaugurated on March 4th as 19th President!!! God

Bless America!

I know but we gotta have faith. You keep coming back to RRN to read

Michael’s articles. So you are still hanging on to that hope.

So , if it is dissolved, IRS is as well, and any taxes being sent in

should come back stamped, “Undeliverable, Return to Sender” ??

I believe there is a bill before Congress right now to defund the IRS,

& let its vestiges fold into the Treasury Department.

received my W2’s this week … tax time is upon us.. hope we hear

some good news this year

I heard that Trump was inaugurated by the Military in 2021 (behind

the scenes) maybe it was Mar 4th 2021 ? maybe they will show the

tape 2 years later ?

So if they are using Tyler Perry’s studio for the White House, is that

where the Golden State Warriors met Biden and Harris at? It was all

over ESPN and Fox Sports and CBS Sports that the Warriors went to

the White House?

Do you trust the Globalist Deep-State owned FAKE Newsmedia to

report the truth about anything? On Inauguration day Jan 20, 2021

we saw Jill and Joe both try to open a locked White House door with

no Marines in sight. After that press booboo, what happened next

was censored by FAKE News. We saw a fake early Inauguration

parade with no citizenry, but lots of National Guardsmen turning

their backs on the limousines. Another press booboo, quickly

censoring what happened next. We saw an early (unlawful

Constitutionally to do early) fake Inauguration filmed from a
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distance with press members questioning what was going on, finally

censored, another press booboo. Or was that mess all controlled by

white hats?

Penguin6 on utube post everyday about biden in the WH, check out

his videos, lots of people comment about the fake WH but P6 says we

are being lied to and he has what he thinks is proof of Biden as

president living in the WH

I do check out Penguin6 and Nancy Drew (Truth and Freedom

Richard Citizen) regularly, and Penguin has no such proof. Nancy

Drew is much more believable.

I want to see proof of where the Treasury is supposed to be now

located! I think they say Reno?

It is quite evident that Resident Biden and Vice Resident Kamala

have no political power. Several times he announced he was shutting

down Gitmo, but nothing, zilch. Instead 40 million was issued to

build a 2nd courtroom, and more housing for the 4,500 Marines

deployed to Gitmo now. A real President would have just shut down

Gitmo in a heartbeat, and ordered the Marines deployed elsewhere.

Furthermore, it is blatantly obvious that an actor wearing a mask has

replaced Biden, looking nothing like the Biden who was Senator or

VP under Hussein. An actor cannot be President without running for

President under his own person and winning. Thus, a good reason

for the US Military locking the actor out of the DC WH. So, he uses

the Delaware stage WH with full knowledge of FAKE News and the

political world, which protects him.

Of Course I don’t trust the media, they only tell lies. But what I’m

saying is that every single player from the Astros, Rams, Warriors all

stay silent about visiting a fake WH?

Also, the timing of the ‘inaguaration’ of Biden was too early. It was

required to be at noon or something like that.
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makes ya’ wonder, don’t it ???? not everyone is onboard enough to

“not say anything”………………confusing…..just what they (whoever

they “is”) want.

The Team Already GETS paid enough to ‘not say anything’ whether

they’re on board or not.

 
Or they can always resign from the NBA.

 
I say This white house is the one in Hollywood.

Further, whistleblowers in the NFL are starting to leak that they play

rigged games, so these players are all on the big money dole already,

to stay quiet.

they were probably told if they say anything they will take all their

money away from them… they will ‘clam up ‘ in a hurry. turn into. I

dint hear o see nuffin

The WH is open for tours, and it seems to me there is some access to

the lawn. It would be easy to let visitors in the tourist door and have

the pedoJoe and laughing hyena show up to meet them.

It’s open now ? don’t live there but been hearing it’s been closed for 2

years… tent cities in D.C. …. not as much traffic as before , but as I

have heard ‘ fake joe ‘ and cameltoe are not allowed in.. would not

want to see them anyway..

Interestingly, Penguin6 was unable to catch the Golden State

Warriors, tho’ he tried. Could be they went to Georgia, to Tyler

Perry’s place.

either that or it was in Calif. because it sure was not in D.C. White

House is closed up… guards on roof..military all around.. keep out..

fake ‘Joe’ and cameltoe not allowed in..

Most actually are, they squeal like little piggy’s and sing like birds

but, some are still afraid of their masters and will never talk which

automatically becomes their death sentence.
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READING THESE POSTS – SO MANY FKN NEGATIVE NANCY’S –

HOW MANY OF U DIPSHITS R DEMONCRAPS & DEEP

STATERS?? SURE SEEMS THAT WAY!! THIS WAS A GIANT

STING OPERATION TO TAKE OUT ALL THE DEEP STATE SLIME

FROM THE CREVICES & IN THE TUNNELS HIDING LIKE RATS.

If anything coming out of this Clowns arrest, its bound to make the

rest of the Clowns out there very nervous.

 
That makes for a good day!

I hope we get to here some Intel from this bastard. Also this move

may just seal the election for Trump. Nicely done WHs. Lets GO!!

That’s right! We can not forget about our valiant General Berger!

Please ask when possible for an update on his recovery from getting

beat to a pulp.

wow glad they moved fast, hoping more to come soon. if you follow

Penguise6 on you tube he might be in on the fake biden, he goes to

the white house everyday and he says he proves Biden is the

president and in the white house everyday.

You were told to always be careful who you follow!

 
Disinformationists & propagandists are everywhere. They are paid to

confuse you with lies & propaganda.

NO, I begged him as a spy a long time ago. he is part of the fake

biden.

thought milley was arrested last year..awaiting tribunal.. I heard

austin left the country, can not be found.. he will be located

eventually

I bet Klain has a lot of info to help arrest many many more. The

White Hats know who the bad guys are and since we are at war and

dealing with treason I would think this would be over quicker if they

were eliminated as any enemy should be.
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Check on duck duck go Katie Hobbs boot. Also check before its news

.The story showed several in the boot in the article,

Yes, heard and saw that too.. very encouraging ..Hope its the kind of

bracelet we think it is.. also saw pompeo wearing one. always thought

pompeo was a good guy , but never know .. many traitors among us

How is our beloved Marine General (Berger) doing? Patriots hope

and pray everything is going well and he’s recuperating fast. GOD

Bless our Marine Hero.

Hang the Army traitor, the Treasonist who irresponsibly left over

$85B of our advanced and sophisticated military hardware in

Afghanistan for the chinese.

Hang these SOBs.

Last edited 16 hours ago by 45-GreatestEver!

He knows LOT of secrets about the deep state, that can help JAG

somuch to nsil the bastards.

There is a crime known as ‘ Misprision of Treason ” I think spelled

correctly, meaning the questioned party knew about it but failed or

refused to report it..essentially being party to the crime .. ( or

assisting the enemy ) Death penalty if found guilty

Reading this does an old man’s heart a lot of good. However, the

fraud-machines had in play for some years and the methods of the

traitorous secretaries of state across the nation were disseminated to

them by the cabal several years before the steal of all steals. And, of

course, they’re still stealing, but for how much longer we ask!

Unfortunately, this (and the Summer of Love) was a necessary

preparatory class to the Great Awakening. I speak about election

fraud from 1904 in my Episode 25.
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Criminal biden obviously knows why this demonic cos is suddenly

departing for ukraine and therefore knows he is an illegitimate and a

hoax president.. Is this dude biden next in line for his arrest?

Last edited 16 hours ago by 45-GreatestEver!

don’t know about that, but thanks for the info…maybe because he’s

deep state ?

By now its obvious all those that attended the WEF fiasco won’t be

around very much longer. It was self incrimination by attendance.

 
They were ALL forced to come out in their last ditch efforts. As for

their puppets on strings, they’ll more than likely be picked out in

random to keep the rest in quest of fleeing.

 
Paranoia will make a fool rush in.

Why does any enclave like Chevy Chase Maryland even exist?!! Why

do we allow these traitors to just keep playing house right under our

noses? Rods of god the damn place! ANYONE LIVING NEAR DC IS

A TRAITOR AND PART OF THE CABAL!! No ifs, ands, or buts!! The

white hat “plan” that blows that we have not seen is like the plan

TOMMY BOY had… “ I have a plan”!!

Because they live there and they can afford it. Not everyone can, I

heard the mortgages are crazy high.

Jedna velká bota by to zvládla jako Švýcarsko, kde jsou všechna vejce

v jednom košíku. Ale zní to, jako by se odpuzovali. Příliš pozdě. No,

vždycky je tu Antarktida. Stejně jako geotermální, když je teplota

pěkných konstantních 35 °F, 60 °F je velmi dobře zvládnutelné s

mikroreaktory as ledem nahoře může být nulový rozptyl tepla, takže

nahoře není žádný infračervený podpis. Zvukový výkon se však

ponese ledem ve velmi nízkých oktávových vlnových pásmech. Kéž

bych mohl být za pět let na vrcholu s převodníkem, zapisovačem map

a bojovým týmem mariňáků a desetitisícovým megawattovým

laserem.
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